
PROVEN TECHNOLOGY
Radio Frequency technology can work
in densely wooded areas, buildings and
shallow water, even when GPS and
cellular technology cannot.

WE WORK DIRECTLY WITH
LAW ENFORCEMENT
Law enforcement and other public
safety agencies are trained, certified
and equipped with SafetyNet™ Search
and Rescue Receivers.  In addition,
personnel are trained on how to
effectively communicate with people
who have cognitive conditions.

COMPREHENSIVE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
The SafetyNet™ service includes a secure
database of key client information to
assist in search and rescue operations as
well as 24/7 customer support.

SUCCESS STORIES
Since it’s inception, SafetyNet™ has had
hundreds of successful searches in
numerous states for missing people with
cognitive conditions.

WHAT IS SAFETYNET™?
SafetyNet™ is a program that uses proven
technology to help protect and locate
individuals with cognitive conditions such
as autism, dementia, Alzheimer’s, Down
Syndrome and Traumatic Brain Injuries
who are prone to wander and become lost.
The program allows specially trained and
equipped agencies the ability to locate
and bring these people home quickly
and safely.

HOW IT WORKS
• They would wear a SafetyNet™ Bracelet

at all times. The Bracelet features a
Radio Frequency transmitter that
emits a continuous signal.

• As soon as the person is discovered
missing, 911 and SafetyNet™ must be
notified immediately.

• Trained search and rescue teams track
the signal being emitted from the
SafetyNet™ Bracelet.

• Once public safety officers locate the
missing person, they can return him
or her home safely.



WHEN SOMEONE
WITH A COGNITIVE

CONDITION
WANDERS OFF,

THERE IS PROVEN
TECHNOLOGY TO

BRING THEM BACK

PROVEN TECHNOLOGY FOR
FINDING AND RESCUING

PEOPLE AT RISK WHO
WANDER AND BECOME LOST

Small, lightweight
(weighs less than 1 oz.)
ergonomic design.
Waterproof

Impact-resistant
polycarbonate
plastic housing

Unique digital
ID verification
for each client

FCC certified

Transmits within a
Radio Frequency band
allocated by the FCC
for locating people at risk

www.safetynettracking.com

877-434 -6384

WHY SAFETYNET™

TRACKING SYSTEMS
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